dispensation to provide one who is poor the opportunity to
atone for his sin with a korban. The variable korban is
comprised of either a sheep or a goat, two turtledoves or two
young doves, or, in the event that one has no funds, a tenth
of an eiphah of flour. While oil and frankincense are put on all
other meal offerings, the chatas receives no embellishment
of oil or frankincense, since it is brought to atone for a sin.
Chazal (Talmud Menachos 59b) note a halachic
difference between oil and frankincense with regard to the
prohibition against including them in the meal offering.
Whereas a single drop of oil invalidates the korban, a
minimum of a kazayis (olive size) is required to invalidate the
korban. Why is oil different than frankincense? Perhaps, since
the oil is mixed in, it becomes an intrinsic part of the korban.
In such a case, anything – even the bare minimum -invalidates the offering. Frankincense is used to
enhance/adorn/ add to the external korban. This requires a
greater amount of embellishment than the bare minimum.
Chazal derive the variance in halachah from the
disparate words which the Torah uses to signify
supplementing a korban with either of these two products.
Concerning oil, the Torah writes yasim, which means to place
even a mashehu, the most insignificant amount. Regarding
the frankincense, the Torah uses the word v’yitein, and give,
which means a nesinah chashuvah, significant placement,
equivalent (according to Chazal) to the size of an olive.
Horav Avraham Pam, zl (Messages from Rav
Pam/Rabbi Sholom Smith), quotes the Maharil Diskin
(commentary to Parashas Eikev), who applies Chazal’s
semantic difference (between simah and nesinah) in
explaining a pasuk in Devarim 7:15. V’heisir Hashem mimcha
kol choli… lo yesimam bach u’nesanam b’chol sonecha,
“Hashem will remove from you all illness… He will not place
them upon you, but He will put them upon all your foes.”
Here, too, the pasuk uses two words that seem synonymous
with one another, but are actually different. Yesimam and
u’nesanam are not the same. Wherein lies their difference?
Maharil Diskin applies the aforementioned
distinction related to Korban Chatas, Oleh v’yoreid. Yesimam
refers to an insignificant, minute amount, while u’nesanam
appertains to a full measure. Hashem ensures Klal Yisrael that
if they maintain their fidelity to Him, if they observe and
adhere to His mitzvos; lo yesimam – He will not place upon
them even the slightest vestige of illness and will, instead, put
them with a full measure on our enemies. This is how Hashem
blesses.
With this idea to guide us, perhaps we might adapt
it to the blessing we give our children: Yesimcha Elokim
k’Efraim u’k’Menashe, yesimeichElokim k’Sarah, Rivkah,
Rachel v’Leah. We ask Hashem to bless our children using the
word yasim, which, as we just explained, is used in connection
with a minute amount. Why? One would think that we want
Hashem to bless our children with a full dose of blessing. Why
settle for anything less? I think the message that we should
derive from here is that blessing plays a critical role in starting
the child off toward a positive goal. We want our children to

aspire to such greatness, as evinced by these giants -- both
men and women -- of our nation. If the children do not put
forth their own effort toward the realization of their
blessings, it will be short-lived at best. Blessings are
wonderful, but we must do our part. We must nurture our
children, encourage, guide, discipline and inspire. They must
do their “thing” to work for the lofty goals represented by our
Torah giants. This, together with the blessings, will engender
much Torah nachas, satisfaction, from our children.

Va’ani Tefillah
 – ולירושלים עירך ברחמים תשובV’l’Yerushalayim
Ircha b’rachamim tashuv. And to Yerushalayim, Your
city, You should return with compassion.
Why is the Holy City of Yerushalayim referred to as
Ircha, Your city, and not ireinu, our city? V’avisah Sehillah
explains that three entities are called b’Shem Hashem, the
Almighty attaches His Name to them (Talmud Bava Basra
75b). Tzaddikim, righteous persons; Moshiach Tziddkeinu;
Yerushalayim. Thus, we pray to Hashem to return to the Holy
City to which His Name is attached. Achas Shoalti explains
that while it is true that we all yearn for the Final Redemption,
we are subjective in our reasoning for wanting it. Some hope
that, with the advent of Moshiach, their economic problems
will cease. Others have health, family and child-rearing issues
that occupy their precious time. Hopefully, with the coming
of the Moshiach, their worries will end. We are not supposed
to yearn for Moshiach for personal reasons – but rather, for
Kavod Shomayim, the Glory of Heaven. Thus, we underscore
that we ask Hashem to return to His city, for His Glory. We
must remember that it is not about us – it is about Hashem.
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Parashas Vayikra

תשע"ט

ויקרא אל משה וידבר ד' אליו
And He called to Moshe; and Hashem spoke to Moshe.
(1:1)
Psychologists talk about the importance of living a
focused life. One who is focused possesses an inner peace
borne from having direction, the knowledge of where he is
heading, as well as a plan to get there. To live a focused life
takes goals, practice and skill. The Torah does not rely on
contemporary psychology. The Torah is the source of all
psychology and ethics. Chazal derive from the above pasuk
that Moshe Rabbeinu did not enter the Mishkan until Hashem
called to invite him to enter. This was a manifestation of the
attribute of daas, commonly translated either as knowledge
or, in this instance, as manners. Horav Shlomo Wolbe, zl,
explains that daas is an awareness of what he is doing, as
opposed to acting mechanically out of habit.
Chazal teach that a talmid chacham, Torah scholar,
who is daas-deficient is inferior to an animal’s carcass. If daas
means manners, the Torah is teaching us the importance of
manners, mentchlichkeit, human decency, acting
appropriately, politely, respectfully, etc. Alternatively,
according to Rav Wolbe, being a talmid chacham means living
a focused life. He knows what he is doing, so that he does not
waste time sitting around either doing nothing or, worse,
hanging out with a group of like-minded friends, doing
absolutely nothing.
Daas takes on new meaning concerning Tefillah.
With regard to davening, daas is a reference to kavanah,
intention, devotion. How often do we daven without
kavanah, just reciting the words without stopping to think
about and consider their meaning? Such a tefillah is recited
without daas. Essentially, this idea applies to everything that
we do and say. If our actions lack focus, if our conversations
are thoughtless, we are not focused, so that the time that we
spend is totally wasted.
The concept of yishuv hadaas describes actions
performed with focus and awareness of what one is doing.
One who has yishuv hadaas lives an entirely different life than
one who lacks this quality. Moshe waited for Hashem to call
him before he entered the Mishkan because he did
everything with a cheshbon, calculation and purpose. He
understood that if he belonged in the Mishkan, Hashem
would invite him in. Otherwise, he had no business entering
the holy edifice on his own volition.
We worry about different things. Some worry about
money; others about health. How many are concerned with
their destinies to the point that they worry about them? That
is daas: the awareness of what is most important and, as a

פרשת ויקרא

result, on what one should place his greatest focus. As Yidden
our focus should be on “What does Hashem ask of you?” That
is our destiny.

'אדם כי יקריב מכם קרבן לד
When a man among you brings an offering to Hashem.
(1:2)
Without a Bais Hamikdash where we can offer
korbanos, offerings, we rely on our tefillos, prayers, to take the
place of these korbanos. As such, our tefillos must be on the
madreigah, spiritual plateau, of korbanos. The Sefer HaChinuch
(Parashas Terumah, mitzvah of constructing the Mishkan)
explains that korbanos, like the Mishkan, availed the Jew the
opportunity to express himself to Hashem in a tangible manner.
Thus, when a person sinned and brought a korban as penance,
he was not getting by with a perfunctionary, Chatasi, “I sinned.
I am sorry.” Rather, he offered a korban, an animal which would
take his place, thereby intimating that he understood that,
indeed, he should be up there on the Mizbayach, Altar; his body
should be suffering the travail that the animal was undergoing.
This would bring to his mind the reality of his transgression, its
gravity. Today, when we pray, we must keep all of this in mind.
“I am sorry” does not suffice.
Horav Yitzchak Zilberstein, Shlita, recalls an incident
concerning a well-meaning yeshivah student who acted out of
character, and, when he sought penance, Horav Chaim
Kanievsky, Shlita, refused to allow him to achieve absolution
with a simple apology. He placed a heavy demand on the young
man. The story occurred following the nine days of mourning
which precede Tishah B’Av. During this period, observant Jews
do not eat meat or drink wine, except on Shabbos or for a
simchah, joyous celebration, such as a bris or siyum, completion
of a Meseches, Tractate, of Talmud. The Galei Sanz Hotel in
Netanya is near the Sanz yeshivah. The Klausenberger Rebbe
offered to send a student over every night to make a siyum to
avail the hotel’s guests the opportunity to eat meat. Afterwards,
one of the students came forward and expressed his great
remorse over having fooled the guests. Apparently, he had
commenced the Meseches – and even concluded it. The
problem was that he had not studied the pages between the
beginning and the end. His siyum was a sham. The people had
eaten meat during the Nine Days. He was terribly sorry, very
apologetic. What more could he do to absolve himself?
Rav Chaim asked how many guests had attended the
siyum. He was told that fifty people had attended. Rav Chaim
paskened, rendered his decision: The young man should make
fifty siyumim on that Meseches! When Rav Zilberstein heard
this, he wondered if perhaps this might be too much. Then Rav

Chaim added, “And one time should be with the commentary
Hashem tells us (when we scream Avinu Malkeinu,
of the Maharasha!”
Our Father, Our King!), “If you are brothers, I am your King. If,
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reverberate, repercussions whose fallout can, and do, affect
והיה כי יאשם לאחת מאלה והתודה אשר חטא עליה
others. All of this must be taken into consideration when one
When one shall become guilty regarding one of these
attempts to do teshuvah, repent. Perhaps this is why
matters, he shall confess what he has sinned. (5:5)
teshuvah for chillul Hashem, profaning Hashem’s Name, is
limitless. The repercussions are quite possibly impossible to
Horav S.R. HIrsch, zl, observes that in addressing the
delineate, since we have no idea how many religious mindsets
concept of vidui, confession regarding a sin, the Torah uses
were altered as a result of any specific profaning of Hashem’s
the word, v’hisvadah, which (loosely translated) means, “he
Name, nor do we know for how long. A family’s religious
shall confess,” but should really be translated, “he shall
trajectory can be changed because a father or mother had
confess (acknowledge) to himself.” Hisvadah is hispaeil,
been negatively affected by someone’s actions. Do we truly
reflexive form, that denotes a confession of guilt pointed at
understand the domino effect for generations to come? This
oneself. The sinner is not expected to “make confession” (as
is why teshuvah is a non-issue.
they do in other religions), certainly not to G-d, Who knows
Having touched on the topic of tefillah and its status
everything. He does not require our confession to make Him
in post-Bais Hamikdash times, I came across a powerful
aware of our sins. It is to himself that the sinner must admit
insight from Horav Yaakov Edelstein, zl. He was asked by
that he “missed the mark”, that he has a failing, a shortcoming
Horav Shmuel HaLevi Wosner, zl, how he merited that
in his character that has caused him to sin. Indeed, such a
Hashem would always listen to his tefillos (on behalf of
form of confession, a personal admission that one has sinned
others) and berachos (that he gave others)? Rav Edelstein’s
– a stark and thoughtful observation in the mirror
response was, “Who says that Hashem listens to me?” When
accompanied by penetrating introspection – is the first critical
that response did not succeed in convincing Rav Wosner to
step toward repairing one’s ways. This represents a solemn
withdraw his question, Rav Edelstein said, “Perhaps it is
resolution that is an indispensable prerequisite for his Korban
because many people come to me to share their problems,
Chatas, sin-offering. As such, the offering presupposes the
and I have (or make) the patience to listen to each and every
individual’s earliest resolve of teshuvah, repentance. The
one of them.” He listened to each individual person,
offering is the external expression of the resolve, which
regardless of the substance of the issue, since what is a
consists of vidui to oneself. Without this resolve, the offering
problem to one person does not necessarily define the term
has limited meaning.
“problem.” Each person has his own individual sensitivities
Self-knowledge is the first step towards a resolve of
and barometer for what constitutes a “problem.” This might
teshuvah. Delusion is the antithesis of teshuvah, since, if one
encourage Heaven to say, “As you are patient to listen to
does not see clearly where, how and why he has sinned, he is
others, Heaven will be patient in listening to you.”
incapable of mending his ways. As long as he is bound up in
Horav Elimelech Biderman, Shlita, offers the
the deception that cloaks reality in his own mind, the sinner
following (perhaps frightening) analogy. Reuven and Shimon
will continue being a sinner, the taint of his sin forever
were brothers, but this is where their commonality began and
besmirching his life. One cannot expect to conduct his life in
ended. Reuven was a wealthy businessman who was wella truly punctilious manner as long as he is living under the
known and sought after; in contrast, his brother was
self-imposed façade of duplicity. Furthermore, Rav Hirsch
relegated to living in solitude in abject poverty. One day, the
contends that a “broad” acknowledgement that one had
situation in Shimon’s house became acute. He decided he
sinned and admitting to himself in “general” terms that he is
would go to his wealthy brother and ask for his assistance.
not “up to par” are not much better than no confession. One
Little did he imagine his brother’s attitude upon seeing him.
must keep in mind the specific area in which his transgression
“I have no idea who you are,” Reuven said quite callously.
has occurred and focus on it, so that he can get to the root of
“You must have the wrong address. You are definitely not my
his misstep.
brother. I will not give you a penny.” Dejected and broken,
The concept of v’hisvadah, self-acknowledgement,
Shimon returned home penniless and humiliated.
is far removed from the popular notion of “confession”: be it
Sometime later, Reuven had occasion to visit their
in a religious milieu or to a friend or mentor. These forms of
father. “Who are you?” his father asked. Fearing that his
admissions of guilt are more mistake than virtue. A sin
father was becoming a victim of premature dementia, he said,
committed by a person is between himself and G-d; thus, it
“What do you mean, who am I? I am Reuven, your son!”
needs to be known only to Him. Revealing our shame to
“I do not have a Reuven who is my son. I do not have
others is improper exposure. Shame/admission of guilt
a son by the name of Reuven,” the father said. “Surely, you
should be kept quietly in one’s heart where he addresses his
have a son, Reuven. Indeed, you have two sons: Reuven and
personal guilt.
Shimon. I am Reuven.”
Why is it so difficult to admit to oneself that he is
The father replied, “I have no idea who you are. It is
wrong? Mistakes are hard to digest and even more difficult to
true that I have a son by the name of Shimon, but I have no
swallow. We would rather hunker down and find some way
son named Reuven. In fact, you told Shimon that he was not
to justify our actions than confront, admit and face the music.
your brother. If Shimon is not your brother, then you
Psychologists have a term for this form of doubling down:
obviously cannot be my son.”
cognitive dissonance. This applies to the tension we

experience when we maintain two contradictory thoughts,
beliefs, opinions, or attitudes. One might believe that he is
kind-hearted, decent, benevolent – until the moment when,
out of anger or other provocation, he acts out of “character”
and cuts someone off on the highway, slams a door in his face,
or takes the last donut in the bakery that he knows his
neighbor wants for himself. How does one cope with such
dissonance? He denies his actions, either by justifying it or by
blaming the other fellow. In any event, he was not the one
that acted rudely.
Apologizing empowers the other fellow and
belittles the wrongdoer, or so he thinks. Such a person is not
open to constructive criticism, because, after all, he did no
wrong. By digging in our heels, by refusing to acknowledge
that we erred, by disregarding the feelings of the person
whom we hurt and by refusing to apologize, we make it clear
to everyone that we possess a flawed character and are,
indeed, weak.
Perhaps we might take the concept of v’hisvadah,
self-acknowledgement, a bit further. A wise person once said,
“There is greater fulfillment in life knowing that one (at least)
made the attempt, rather than settled and gave in from the
onset.” Giving up hope before one even starts is a form of
refusing to acknowledge one’s own potential. How many
people have refused to give up hope in the face of adversity
and succeeded beyond anyone’s dreams? When someone is
told, “You don’t have a chance,” he can either throw in the
towel, refuse to go forward, or prove others wrong. Indeed,
adversity brings out the real us, the best that lays dormant
beneath an exterior of mediocrity. How many great authors
gave up when their first manuscript was ignored, and how
many kept on writing – to prove everyone wrong? One who
gives up on himself is guilty of v’hisvadah – refusing to accept
his latent talents.
I came across an inspiring story in, “Stories that
Unite Our Hearts,” by Rabbi Binyomin Pruzansky, which I take
the liberty of sharing (with my own embellishment). There are
rebbeim – and there are rebbeim. Some have classes
comprised of students that are highly motivated. Others have
classes in which the students had long ago given up hope of
ever achieving success. A host of circumstances can cause
such negativity in a student. This is not the forum to discuss
these innocent “victims of circumstances.” Baruch Hashem,
we have people who care, rebbeim whose boundless love for
Torah, for their students, and for Klal Yisrael does not allow
them to reinforce their students’ negativity. Thus, they make
every attempt to encourage, cajole, empower and embolden
them in order to ensure their students that, indeed, they can
make it big – and they do!
Rabbi Fine (the name used by the author) is a rebbe
who focused on effort, rather than test scores. If he saw a
student try his hardest to study and master the subject, even
if he missed his mark, he still considered him to be top drawer
– a success. The young mind and heart looks at a test score
and asks, “Is it all worth it? Even when I study all night, I barely
get a passing grade. Why bother?” Observing the prevailing
attitude in his class of high-attitude, low-achieving students,
Rabbi Fine attempted to hearten them. Otherwise, he would
get nowhere with them. He sought to encourage them, as
illustrated by the following story.
“Boys, close your Gemorahs and relax. I want to tell
you a story about a group of teenage students from one of
the poorest, inner-city neighborhoods in Los Angeles, who

were invited by a local ranch owner to visit his property and
spend the day riding horses.
“After a day replete with fun and relaxation, the
wealthy rancher invited the group to join him in his large living
room for snacks, drinks and conversation. He went out of his
way to treat the boys like royalty. He called everyone to
attention as he explained the reason for inviting them for the
day. “You see, once upon a time, there was a young boy
whose father was a horse trainer. The family traveled from
place to place with no time to really set up roots. Money was
extremely limited even though the father accepted whatever
work was available.
“In high school, the boy had a teacher who gave the
class an assignment for each student to write a paper about
his dream in life. The boy wanted so much to do well, so he
wrote an excellent paper about the 200 acre ranch he would
own one day. He added the thoroughbred horses and
massive palatial ranch house in which he would live. In short,
the dream, albeit quite impressive, was absolutely unrealistic
for a boy of such a poor, foot-loose background. The teacher
disregarded the excellent presentation, and, instead of giving
the boy an A, gave him a failing grade for writing an unrealistic
dream.
“The boy was dejected. He thought he had done
everything right. The teacher drove home a point: “From the
background that you had, you have no chance of realizing
such a far-fetched dream.” The boy thought about the
teacher’s criticism and decided to return with the same
paper, “Sir,” he began, “this is my dream. I hope to see it
through to fruition. You can keep the failing grade, and I will
keep my dream!”
“Boys, by now you must realize that that boy was
me. I slaved and refused to give up. Today, you are sitting in
the room of my dream. You spent the day having fun on the
ranch which is the culmination of my dream. If you look at the
back wall, you will notice my paper with the failing grade. It
motivated me to work – to never give up on my dreams.
Neither should you.”
Rabbi Fine concluded with his personal message to
his students, “True, there are – and will be – times in your life
when your dream seems unrealistic, almost audacious. You
will dream: of one day completing the Shas, the entire
Talmud; of becoming a Rosh Yeshivah; of being a fearless and
inspiring communal leader. And then, someone will throw
cold water on your dream, laugh at you, and say, ‘You? No
way!’ Never give up! If you try your best, you will succeed.”
The greatest disservice we can do to ourselves is to
refrain from making an attempt to succeed. This is especially
true concerning success in Torah learning. It has nothing to do
with acumen. True, someone with a superior mind has a head
start, but he also has a greater obligation to succeed. Hashem
gave him this gift for a purpose. Hashem is the Torah’s Author,
and He assists those who assist themselves. The greatest loser
is the one who does not enter the race!

לא ישים עליה שמן ולא יתן עליה לבנה כי חטאת היא
He shall not place oil on it nor shall he place
frankincense on it, for it’s a sin-offering. (5:11)
The plain meal offering for a chatas, sin (offering),
was brought for specific sins. This korban is part of the Korban
Oleh v’yoreid, variable sin-offering, class, which is a

